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Bringing Bourbon
Street to D.C.
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With nine black officials named to
posts, GW advances diversity efforts
COLLEEN MURPHY
& NOAH OLSEN

KAREN FELTON

I think we need the
perspectives, we need
the ongoing egalitarian
participation, we need
young people to see a
diverse range of role
models.
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TERRI HARRIS REED
VICE PROVOST FOR
DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION

DARRELL DARNELL
SENIOR ASSOCIATE VICE
PRESIDENT FOR SAFETY
AND SECURITY

RUTHANNE KURTH-SCHAI
Chair, Education Studies Department
at Macalester College
president and secretary of the University who was appointed GW’s head
fundraiser earlier this month — all
roles that require face time with broad
swaths of campus.
“It’s not good because the person
is black, it’s because it’s an underrepresented perspective,” said Naim

2014

2013

The University has named nine
black employees as top-level administrators since 2010, a vital step forward for overall efforts to diversify as
more black leaders are in highly visible positions than ever before.
While GW’s top three administrators are white and few other minorities hold high-proﬁle positions,
experts say highly qualiﬁed people
in prominent roles at the University
— who bring additional diverse experiences to discussions — can help
a school put forth the best possible
policies and connect with students
and faculty who may need mentors.
Those ofﬁcials include deans of
two schools, a sexual violence prevention ofﬁcial, a former Ivy league
administrator tasked with increasing
campus diversity and the former vice

Madyun, the associate dean of undergraduate and diversity programs at
the University of Minnesota.
Hiring more diverse faculty and
staff has been a major pillar of University President Steven Knapp’s
administration. Terri Harris Reed, the
vice provost for diversity and inclusion, was hired almost four years ago
to help lead the University’s diversity
efforts using recommendations from
a diversity council Knapp created
in 2010. She was also given six-yearlong goals from Knapp and Provost
Steven Lerman to focus tasks like employee hiring and diversity training.
Reed also participated in the hiring of Vice Provost for Budget and
Finance Rene Stewart O’Neal, who
is also black. Reed declined through
a spokeswoman to say whether hiring more black administrators was
See ADMINISTRATORS Page 6
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SA finance chair announces
candidacy for president

''

“Unless a person says no, it and double-minoring in business
should be the other way around — administration and sustainability.
assuming the answer is no, unless He is also in the University Honors
The Student Association ﬁ- the person is able to say yes and is Program, and is a member of Beta
nance committee chair announced not under the inTheta Pi fraterhis candidacy for student body ﬂuence of drugs
Unless a person says nity.As ﬁnance
president Monday, pledging to cre- or
alcohol,”
ate an afﬁrmative consent policy at Pryde said. “So
committee chair,
no, it should be the
GW if elected.
it would elimihe is responsible
Sen. Ben Pryde, U-At-Large, is nate a lot of gray other way around — as- for leading a
the ﬁrst to announce his candidacy area.”
of SA
suming the answer is handful
for president, which comes ﬁve
He said he
senators
who
weeks before the election. Pryde, will speak with
divvy
up
more
no, unless the person than $1 million
who has served on the SA Senate administrators
for three years, said addressing like Title IX Co- is able to say yes and is in student fundsexual violence on campus is im- ordinator Rory
ing each year.
portant because current campus M u h a m m a d not under the influence That makes him
policies are “unclear.”
and
student
recognizable to
of drugs or alcohol.
The junior said an afﬁrmative organizations
most
student
consent policy would look similar like Students
leaders,
espeBEN PRYDE
to ones in place at schools across Against Sexual
cially those who
Student Association Senate
the country, including all public Assault to work
go through the
and private nonproﬁt universities on the wording
funding appeals
Finance Committee Chair
in California. It would require that of the policy.
process.
His
one partner receive verbal consent He is not a member of the campus sophomore year, he served as the
from the other before engaging in sexual assault awareness group.
vice chair of the ﬁnance committee
any sexual act or escalating to anPryde is double-majoring in in addition to serving as vice chair
other act.
political science and economics of the leadership committee.
Pryde was also a member of
the Resident Hall Association, and
he served as treasurer during his
sophomore year. The same year,
he designed and built a solar-powered generator and table in Square
80 that students can use to charge
laptops and cell phones while
working outside.
Senior
Zachary
Ruckert,
Pryde’s campaign manager, said
Pryde will look into creating more
diverse housing options for students, including increasing the
number of afﬁnities available and
ﬁnding more educational tie-ins
among those groups.
He said Pryde will work with
administrators from the Division
of Student Affairs to ﬁgure out
how to best make those changes.
KIANA ROBERTSON | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
“In the past, it’s been groups of

JACQUELINE THOMSEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Junior Ben Pryde, a three-year member of the Student Association Senate, is
the first to announce his candidacy for SA president.

See PRYDE Page 6
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Head coach Mike Lonergan is considering changing the starting lineup
of the men’s basketball team after poor defensive play in recent games
has put the Colonials’ NCAA Tournament hopes in jeopardy.

Lonergan considering
lineup switch
NORA PRINCIOTTI
SPORTS EDITOR

Juniors Joe McDonald, Kethan Savage, Patricio Garino,
Kevin Larsen and senior John
Kopriva have started all 25 of
GW’s games this season, but
that could change as early as
Wednesday.
After the team set and then
broke its season-high points allowed over the last two games,
and with NCAA Tournament
hopes dangling by a thread,
head coach Mike Lonergan said
he will switch in one or two
new starters.
“You can talk about defense and the same guys not
really guarding, but unless
you’re willing to make some
moves nothing is really going
to change,” Lonergan said. “So
if we change the lineup, it’s not
to blame anybody. It’s just to
try to strengthen our subs and
maybe make our starters better

defensively.”
In the early days of the season, GW was touted as a defensive juggernaut – one of the
NCAA’s best three-point defenses.
The Colonials ended a
strong non-conference season
with a trophy, beating thenNo. 11 Wichita State to win the
Diamond Head Classic after allowing the least points over the
course of three games in the history of the event.
Flash forward to the end of
GW’s demoralizing homecourt
loss to No. 20 VCU on Saturday,
and the same team has dropped
four of its last five games, including the first loss of the season at home.
Lonergan said he’d start the
best five defensive players and
move a better player to provide
scoring off the bench.
When the defense is working,
See LINEUP Page 8
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VISUALIZED

by Anna McGarrigle

AIRPORT TEMPERATURES MAKE
RECORDS ON FEB. 16
BWI: 5°F

Previous record:
5°F in 1905

Dulles:

6°F
Previous record:
11°F in 1987

Reagan National: 10°F

Previous record:
5°F in 1905

10°F
20°F

CRIME LOG

DESTRUCTION

Academic Center Garage
2/4/15 – 6:44 a.m.
Case closed

A staﬀ member witnessed a subject drive a car
into the gate arm, breaking it, while entering the
garage.
Referred to department

THEFT II/DISORDERLY CONDUCT/LIQUOR LAW
VIOLATION
Thurston Hall
2/8/15 – 2:15 a.m.
Case closed

UPD oﬃcers responded to a report of beer cans
being thrown out of windows. UPD identiﬁed
the room in question and the occupants of the
room were all identiﬁed as students. A resident
admitted to having thrown the cans out the
window. Alcohol was in plain view within
the room and all occupants were underage.
Additionally, the oﬃcers saw a pedestrian
crosswalk sign in plain view and one resident
admitted to having taken it from Arlington, Va.
Referred for disciplinary action

UTTERING

Marvin Center
2/9/15 – 8:45 p.m.
Case closed

A contractor in the Marvin Center noticed that
there were two counterfeit 20 dollar bills in a
cash register.
No suspects or witnesses
-Compiled by Ben Kershner

OLIVIA HARDING | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Mark and Sarah Woodward, husband and wife, do planks together in below-freezing temperatures during this year’s Cupid’s
Undie Run. Runners raised money for the Children’s Tumor Foundation in their underwear for the event.

POPULAR LAST WEEK
1

THE HATCHET’S
2015 SEX ISSUE
The GW Hatchet put
together a guide covering
everything from STI
screenings to Tinder
mishaps to Valentine’s
Day date ideas.

2

IN THE BUFF:
LOSING IT IN
SOUTH HALL

ON GWHATCHET.COM

3

Some girls dream of the
magical day when they will
lose their virginity to the love of
their life. To say that columnist
Casey’s first experience with
sex was a magical experience
would be a bit of a stretch.

WORTH QUOTING

I wouldn’t have this career if I didn’t
go to GW. Real life experiences and
infinite job opportunities that were
local that allowed you to quickly get
into the world of journalism.
CHUCK TODD, host of NBC’s Meet The
Press, on his time at GW.

GW SLASHES
COSTS FOR
INTERNSHIP
CREDIT

Starting this summer,
students whose
internships require them
to receive academic
credit will pay just $50
and earn one credit.

THIS WEEK

Tuesday, Feb. 17
All Hail the Queen

Consider how to help redefine black
women’s role in the workplace in
a group discussion hosted by the
Multicultural Student Services Center.
7 p.m. •Marvin Center, Room 307

Thursday, Feb. 19
Masquerade Mardi Gras
Celebration

Dress in your best disguise for the GW
French and German clubs’ Mardi Gras
celebration. The groups will satisfy
your sweet tooth with crepes, fondue
and other treats.
7 p.m. • South Hall, Common Room

WATCH
ONLINE

0°F

The Humans Versus Zombies club of GW
delivered “zombiegrams” across campus
in an effort to raise money for the club’s
“Relay For Life” team.
Video by Deepa Shivaram and
Randala Abraham.

Friday, Feb. 20
Capital Clash

Watch GW, American and Georgetown
bands battle in this musical District
showdown.
7 p.m. • Georgetown University,
Gaston Theater

Sunday, Feb. 22

George Washington’s Birthday
Bonfire
Join a birthday celebration for our
country’s founder and school’s
namesake by warming up by the
fire, roasting marshmallows and
listening to live music.
5:30 p.m. • University Yard
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SA EVP calls for more preparation in disorganized senate
jacqueline thomsen
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Student Association Senate’s top leader said the 36-person
body’s productivity has been lagging so far this year because members have come to meetings unprepared to work effectively.
The last two SA Senate meetings have ended with Executive
Vice President Avra Bossov warning senators to be more prepared
before they come to a session after
discussions over bills have led to
hostility on the floor, including
overly drawn-out debates and even
a recommendation to move for a
vote of no confidence in Bossov.
Bossov issued last week’s
warning after debate over a bill led
to 45 minutes of conversation and
confusion over senate procedures.
Bossov then made the deciding
vote that shot down the bill, which
would have added a student-wide
vote on whether GW should divest
from fossil fuel companies to the
ballot in March.
“Student advocacy, especially
on an issue as important as this,
is crucial to change. As such it is
equally crucial that such advocacy
is well organized,” Bossov said. “I
have repeatedly told senators that
they must come prepared to these
meetings. Unfortunately, that did
not happen this meeting.”
Bossov, who leads the senate,
consulted SA President Nick Gumas, who doesn’t have any formal
role in senate procedures, before
she made her vote. Tensions came
to a head when Sen. Alfredo Pelicci,
Law-G, called for a vote of no confidence in Bossov, saying she had
crossed a line when she spoke with
Gumas. No other senators joined in
the effort.
And when Gumas addressed

KIANA ROBERTSON I HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

Avra Bossov, the Student Association’s executive vice president, has issued repeated warnings to SA senators, telling
them to be better prepared at meetings to discuss and debate bills.

the senate at the end of the meeting, during the public comment
portion, Pelicci stood up and faced
away from the president.
“I actually really respect Nick
and Avra. They do a lot of work.
Maybe I overreacted with the no
confidence vote,” Pelicci said later
during the meeting. “But this is our
body. We invite you here. It’s not
good for you to have a conversation with the head of our body before she casts an important vote.”
Gumas, who served as a sena-

tor for two years before being
elected president last spring, said
he was upset with the debate the
senate was having.
“This is the bottom,” he said.
“I only hope the senate can go up
after this.”
He later added in an email that
“the senate has done a lot of great
work this year and I hope that one
bad meeting doesn’t overshadow
that good work.”
Center for Student Engagement
Director Tim Miller, who advises

the SA, said he reminds senators to
take advantage of their roles as student leaders but that they shouldn’t
take their positions too far.
“As I always tell the SA, this
is not the U.S. Senate, this is the
George Washington University Student Association and this is a time
to learn how to work with people
and how to manage and lead organizations,” he said in an email.
“I also ask them to take their roles
seriously but don’t take themselves
too seriously and keep a healthy

perspective about their roles.”
Sen. Ben Pryde, U-At-Large,
said part of the problem is that the
senate faces turnover every year.
He said he didn’t think there were
more new senators this year than
previous years.
He said keeping new senators
informed about senate procedures
is a constant challenge the organization has to face.
“I think everyone just did what
they thought was right and unfortunately maybe it wasn’t the best
process in the end,” he said.
Some of the senate’s most familiar faces have left this year. Former Sen. Will Rone, SEAS-G, the
senate’s longest-serving member,
stepped down in January. Two of
the three law school senators were
also recently replaced with new
members.
Bossov said she has encouraged senators to speak with her
and other members of the executive cabinet if they have questions
about SA policies and procedures,
but only one has reached out to her
during the two-week interlude between meetings this semester.
“Let me help you,” she said
at the end of a January meeting.
“Let me help you help our student
body.”
Sen. Omeed Firouzi, U-AtLarge, said the bills that are most
likely to pass the senate are ones
that are thoroughly researched and
have been brought to the attention
of administrators.
“We’re already really lucky to
have a comprehensive SA executive cabinet, which includes people
who’ve had a lot of experience and
have access to resources that can
help students,” he said.
—Genevieve Montinar contributed
reporting

Leftover grease from J Street
to be turned into biodiesel
ellie smith
CONTRIBUTING NEWS EDITOR

DAN RICH I HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

University Librarian Geneva Henry supports a plan to make faculty research
available online for free. Institutions nationwide are adopting open-access policies for research as journal subscriptions grow more expensive.

University poised to make
professors’ research freely
accessible online
emma tyrrell &
MARY ELLEN MCINTIRE
HATCHET REPORTERS

Top administrators will decide
this spring whether GW should
make research by faculty members
freely available online.
The Faculty Senate narrowly
approved a resolution Friday to
make professors’ scholarly works
“open-access resources,” which
means they’d be available to the
public through a digital platform
that GW’s library created in the past
year.
If administrators and the
Board of Trustees approve it, the
change would make it easier for
GW to archive research completed
on campus, University Librarian
Geneva Henry said.
“This lets people know what
our research is and what they are
working on,” she added. “It is a
huge benefit for underdeveloped
nations that cannot possibly afford
these journal subscriptions.”
But members of the Faculty
Senate have argued that an openaccess policy could be difficult for
professors who publish in journals
that own the copyright to the
scholarly works. Highly-regarded
journals like the New England
Journal of Medicine don’t allow
researchers to make the reports
available for free because they retain
the work’s copyright.
If
faculty
members
are
publishing in that type of journal,
they’ll have to submit a waiver to
the provost’s office. Henry said it
would be easily accepted.
More than 600 institutions
around the country have adopted
open-access policies, including some
of GW’s peer schools like Duke and
Northwestern universities.
Gelman Library has struggled
to pay for journal subscriptions,
which grow more expensive by

about 10 percent annually because
of inflation. While open-access
resources would allow the library
to maintain work done at the
University, it would still need to
subscribe to journals to access work
by researchers at other institutions.
If more institutions move to
open-access policies, it could put
pressure on scholarly journals to
change their business models. More
schools have moved to open policies,
including
the
Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, where
Provost Steven Lerman said he
advocated for the change.
“The intent of this is to exert
gradual and continuous pressure
on the publishers,” Lerman said. “In
some fields, it’s moved them to more
open access in granting waivers. In
some, it hasn’t.”
Edward Robinson, a professor of
forensic science and member of the
Faculty Senate libraries committee,
said some publishers are resisting
the trend toward open access, and
that many require an exclusivity
period during which others can’t
publish the material.
Robinson said publishers and
authors often face a conflict: The
publisher does not want to resort to
open access to collect subscription
fees, but the author hopes to release
his or her work so more people can
view it.
“There are still some powerful
go-to journals – which have the
reputation of being the place to
publish your research, depending
on your field – and they know
they have tremendous power, and
they can say no to open access,”
Robinson said. “This will slow down
what many feel to be an inevitable
transition to open access.”
The National Institutes of
Health moved to an open-access
policy in 2008 years ago, requiring
that any research conducted with
NIH funding be available online.

Leftover grease in J Street
is now being turned into a
clean source of diesel.
GW is partnering with
Standard Biofuels, an oil
collection and transformation
systems company based in
Washington state, to turn
100 percent of wasted oil
into renewable fuel, general
manager of campus dining
Bernadette Thomas said. The
process started this semester,
after the campus dining
venue signed on to recycling
extra cooking oil from fryers.
The University’s food
manager,
Sodexo,
joined
J Street in the nationwide
PURE program designed by
shortening and oil producer
Ventura Foods and Standard
Biofuels. PURE partners with
restaurants and university
dining halls to collect every
gallon of unused vegetable
oil from fryers to turn into
biodiesel.
Since the end of last
semester,
local
Standard
Biofuels partners have picked
up gallons of cooking oil from
GW loading docks at the end
of every day, Thomas said.
Used cooking oil is
collected, recycled and made
available for redistribution,
the
company’s
service
manager, Noah Perry, said.
The fuel company supplies
biodiesel
to
industrial
companies,
trucking
companies and boiler heaters,
and collects oil from more
than 100 universities across 40
states, Perry said.
Participating PURE oil
customers receive a discount
on qualifying cooking oil
when they purchase the
products, regardless of how
much they recycle after
cooking use.
“Right off the bat there’s
a guaranteed savings to the

HATCHET FILE PHOTO

Standard Biofuels, a renewable oil transformation company, is collecting excess cooking oil from J Street to turn into biodiesel.

client,” Perry said. “Other
companies operate on honor
system where they have
nothing to do with cooking
oil. They just get the oil and
pay a client based on what
they report they’ve collected.
This way we know they didn’t
just throw it away.”
Thomas declined to say
how much of a discount
GW gets on its cooking oil
purchases from participating
in the PURE program.
University President Steven
Knapp has committed to
making GW more sustainable
over the next decade. Officials
have laid out plans to add green
spaces to campus and reduce
carbon emissions.
Standard
Biofuels
converts all of its oil into
diesel that the company
then
sells
domestically,
lowering several industries’
dependence on foreign oil,
Perry added.
The
University
of
Alabama began recycling
fryer oil about six years ago,
the institution’s Executive of
Sustainability Logistics Tony

Johnson said. Some of GW’s
peers, including American
University and Washington
University in St. Louis, have
been recycling excess oil from
dining halls since 2009.
The
University
of
Alabama also uses Standard
Biofuels to recycle waste oil.
The process is cost-effective
for large institutions like
universities, Johnson said.
“A lot of universities
don’t realize just how much
money they could be making
off of recycling stuff like this,”
Johnson said.
While GW will save
money from recycling cooking
oil with the discounts it gets
from the PURE program,
Loyola University of Chicago
spends money to collect extra
oil from a variety of donors
and allow students to convert
the oil themselves. Other
universities and businesses
in the Chicago area donate oil
to the university for students
to turn into biodiesel for
their campus shuttle system,
biodiesel lab manager Zach
Waikman said.

IN Brief
Parents services chief to step down in July
The executive director of parent
services is stepping down after 30 years
at GW.
Rodney Johnson, who founded the
Office of Parent Services, will retire in July
after leading the office for more than a
decade, according to a University release.
After serving as a GW men’s basketball
assistant coach, Johnson expanded
programs at Colonial Inauguration and

Colonials Weekend. He also helped start a
grant program to bring parents to campus
who might not have enough money to
visit their children otherwise.
“I’m 65 years old, and I’ve been at this
university for 30 years, and I didn’t even
know I’d be here this long — but when I
got here, I knew this was a place I could
see myself happy,” Johnson said in the
release.

–Eva Palmer

Opinions

What the University won't talk about this week

Whether GW uses peer schools as a benchmark for diversity in hiring practices (p. 1)
from
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His grit has been there since the first day he put on a GW uniform. He
displayed it no more boldly than last year, when he played almost an
entire season with a bad hip and didn’t miss a single game.

–SPORTS COLUMNIST SEAN HURD, on Joe McDonald’s untapped leadership potential • Feb. 12

Staff Editorial

MAKE MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING FREE

The University has raised tuition yet again, but this time – for
the first time ever – it has tied the increase to a bit of positive news: GW
will boost mental health services
by funneling some of the money
toward the University Counseling
Center.
The 3.4 percent hike isn’t surprising, and of course we’re thrilled
that mental health is receiving financial attention. But something about
announcing both moves at the same
time seems manipulative.
If GW wants to convince students that mental health is a priority
and not a PR move, it should make
all counseling services, not just the
first six sessions, free – period.
Right now, it looks like the University is trying to direct our attention away from a big tuition bill and
toward mental health – a salient issue on campus. We don’t know if
this is intentional on GW’s part, but
regardless, something feels off.
It looks good when officials say
GW will use students’ money to
benefit them. But they shouldn’t be
doing it just to check off some boxes and keep us complacent – they
should be doing it because they truly care about our well-being. If GW
wants to prove that’s true, it needs
to do more.
The only way we can believe
that mental health is a top priority
is if the University does something
concrete – like removing all cost
for counseling services, no strings
attached. More and more schools
are eliminating their fees, and it’s
something the student body has
long waited for: Free counseling is

It looks good when officials say GW will use students’ money to benefit them. But
they shouldn’t be doing it just to check off some boxes and keep us complacent –
they should be doing it because they truly care about our well-being.
an initiative that both the Student
Association and The Hatchet have
supported in the past.
Students clearly have a strong
need for on-campus counseling. A
survey released last week by UCLA
found that more young people are
starting college feeling depressed
or overwhelmed by school work
and other commitments. The New
York Times reported that the survey,
of over 150,000 recent high school
seniors nationwide, is considered a
“comprehensive snapshot” of the
U.S. college freshman class, and
shows that rates of depression have
increased in the past five years.
We know counseling is crucial
on this campus, too. Dean of Student Affairs Peter Konwerski told
The Hatchet last week that UCC has
seen a rise in individual and psychiatry appointments, as well as afterhours crisis incidents, over the last
year. Concerns about mental health
are ever-present on this campus.
And over the past few years,
GW has focused on boosting counseling services, from bringing UCC
to the center of the Foggy Bottom
Campus to sending counseling to
the Mount Vernon Campus.
The University’s current plan –
to hire more counselors – is a great
thought. But in practice, it’s a lackluster announcement. University
spokeswoman Candace Smith told
The Hatchet last week that “some

portion” of the tuition increase will
be put toward hiring “the equivalent of just over eight” counseling
positions, but declined to give any
more specifics.
That’s not the kind of announcement that will get us applauding GW’s commitment to mental
health. Free counseling, on the other
hand, could actually make waves.
Committing to it would be the best
way to answer the questions that
come from vague proposals about
an unspecified promise.
Of course, free counseling isn’t
the be-all, end-all solution to “curing” mental health on this campus
forever. It means nothing, for instance, if the quality of care is subpar
or if wait times for appointments are
too long. But it would be a huge step
to improve the counseling system
on campus, and would send a loud
and clear message to students that
GW is pulling out all the stops.
Really, free counseling is not
a wild idea. In fact, one would not
expect GW – which has taken a
stance on mental health for several
years – to still be behind the curve
on free counseling. Just 4.7 percent
of college centers across the country
charge a fee for personal counseling,
according to a 2014 survey by the
American College Counseling Association. That’s down from 10 percent in 2003 and down from 17 percent in 1996. Clearly, more schools

Collaborate to enhance office hours

Margot Besnard
Writer
Most professors, like Sides,
try to seem approachable and talk
about their office hours at the beginning of the semester. Students
should be more proactive about
attending, and it may be time for
professors to try new approaches
to encouraging in-person interactions.
A 2012 IDEA report suggested
ways faculty could make office
hours useful, like requiring students to make a brief visit early in
the semester, asking them to come
in pairs or small groups, and meeting in alternate locations like coffee
shops or the library. Even a change
as simple as more frequent reminders could make a difference.
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This is the sad reality
at GW, especially in
the social sciences
and humanities:
Every semester, most
students don’t go
to their professors’
office hours.

Between teaching, grading
and conducting research, professors are responsible for much
more than meeting with students
outside of class. But conversations
with students during office hours
throughout the semester have the
potential to make professors’ jobs
easier if they get a sense of what to
emphasize before exam time.
Professors who are not already
interacting regularly with students
outside of the classroom should try
holding themselves accountable
to specific, time-sensitive goals for
how many students to see each
week. If they repeatedly fall short
of their goals, they know something needs to change.
A good starting point might be
to ask colleagues what strategies
they find effective.
“When I first got here, I held
my office hours in my office and I
almost never saw students,” professor Brad Marshall, the director
of the French program, told me.
Now, Marshall holds his office
hours in the classroom before and
after most sessions.

As students, we know going
to office hours can help us better understand a subject, and we
shouldn’t forget that professors
value it, too.
Connections between students
and faculty also play a crucial role
in our success and present an opportunity for growth. If stressedout students meet with professors
one-on-one, faculty can help connect them to academic resources or
health services.
If both students and faculty
accept poor attendance at office
hours as the norm, we let encounters that would strengthen our experiences slip away.
If students and faculty are proactive, we can strengthen connections without constructing another
building. The voices coming from
the professor’s office down the
hall sound a little more pleasant
than the jackhammer drilling on
H Street, but both are sounds of
progress.
—Margot Besnard, a sophomore
majoring in political science, is a
Hatchet opinions writer.
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Mandatory expulsion
could deter sexual assault

W
by Juliana Kogan

I

t’s 3 p.m. on a Monday and
John Sides is working at the
computer in his office. The
door is open. His regularly
scheduled office hours started an
hour ago. If a student drops by,
he’ll close the email he’s typing, invite him or her to sit down, and ask
how he can help.
Political science is one of the
most popular majors at GW, but
often, afternoons like these pass
with few or none of his 220 students stopping by Monroe Hall to
ask questions.
This is the sad reality at GW,
especially – as I’ve seen in my own
classes – in the social sciences and
humanities: Every semester, most
students don’t go to their professors’ office hours.
With recent investments in
areas like career services and, just
last week, mental health, it’s clear
that GW is working toward making students feel more supported.
As we boost services, we also need
to reflect on how to improve systems and practices that already exist but that may be underutilized.
We should start with office hours.
When we make the decision to
learn or teach at a university like
GW, our ability to communicate in
person is the single greatest advantage we have over non-traditional
forms of education.

are switching to the right side of
this debate. What’s more, the mean
charge is just $20 per session – but at
GW, each appointment after the first
six free sessions will cost a student
triple that.
Many of GW’s peer schools offer free counseling. Admittedly, a
few others do not. It’s time for GW
to step up and join the big leagues.
Right now, the University sees itself
as a starting point and not a primary care provider when it comes
to counseling, and it has a robust
referral service. It’s great that they’re
honest about those limitations, but
they’re purely self-imposed.
The ACCA survey also notes
that 30 percent of counseling centers limit the number of counseling
sessions allowed per student. Right
now, that’s where GW sits. But 28
percent of centers will see students
as long as necessary. That may be
a small group, but it’s one that our
University should join.
There are a couple reasons this
move makes sense for GW. For
starters, it has overhauled UCC’s fee
system before. For many years, students had to pay $50 for each individual session until student outrage
prompted GW to make the first six
free – the system that’s still in place.
At the time, the then-director
of UCC told The Hatchet that most
students come in for an average
of four sessions each. So in reality,
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making all counseling free – past the
first half-dozen sessions – wouldn’t
spell financial doom for GW. In fact,
it would have little impact on the
bottom line, but would be a huge
benefit for students.
Granted, GW does its best to
make the program affordable for
students who aren’t on GW’s insurance. The fee can sometimes be
waived for those who demonstrate
financial need, the UCC can direct
students to low-cost clinics off campus, if necessary, and some insurance providers will reimburse the
appointment costs.
But these safety nets can’t cover
every student. Those who need
counseling for longer shouldn’t
have to worry about coming up
with money to continue receiving
help from one consistent counselor
who’s on campus, as opposed to
finding a brand new one who may
be less conveniently located and
more expensive.
At the end of the day, we do
understand the realities of GW’s financial situation. With big dreams
of becoming a major research institution that boasts top-notch facilities
and faculty and offers students the
best services, the University has to
raise tuition. Students have to pay it,
and we will.
But in return, GW should – at
the very least – prevent a potential burden from impacting mental
health care. The University can’t
ask incoming students for more
tuition, and then turn around and
charge them for the counseling that
can ease their fears and anxieties
over finances.

e’ve heard all the suggestions
countless
times – don’t walk
alone at night, never
accept an open drink, carry pepper
spray with you, don’t wear clothes
that are too suggestive, don’t drink
too much.
Universally, these recommendations imply the same thing: Women,
please alter your behavior to avoid
unwanted and unwarranted violence against yourself. It’s nothing
innovative or progressive to tell
women that the solution to sexual
violence lies within.
Last week, student leaders
floated a proposal to incorporate
mandatory sexual violence training
into Colonial Inauguration. Teaching new students about sexual violence and bystander intervention is
a wonderful place to start.
But GW could and should do
more. Instead of contriving methods to prevent people from being
assaulted, we should focus on deterring that kind of behavior altogether
by making expulsion the default
consequence for those found guilty
of severe types of sexual violence.
Expulsion isn’t the default punishment at most universities. In fact,
just one so far – Dartmouth College – has made it mandatory, while
some others – including Duke and
Stanford universities – have adjusted their policies to make it the “preferred” sanction. But GW could be
one of the schools leading the way
in combating the epidemic of sexual
violence on campuses by adopting
mandatory expulsion.
This policy would guarantee
that students who are found guilty
of violent and criminal acts would
never be allowed back at our University. Without it, we jeopardize
the safety of students here, and force
survivors to potentially have to interact with their attackers.
As it stands, the consequences
for sexual violence are – at minimum – a year of suspension and
eviction from University-owned
housing. That’s problematic because
if the minimum is applied, perpetrators are essentially just getting a couple semesters off before they return
to GW.
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Of course, “Every case is decided on its own facts, including when
a violation is found and what the severity of the sanction will be,” University spokesman Kurt Hiatt told
me. But Hiatt declined to detail how
often the minimum consequences
are applied and how often students
are expelled.

Kinjo
Kiema
Columnist
Other schools are already heading toward adopting mandatory
expulsion policies, with the goal of
both protecting survivors and sending the message that sexual assault
is inexcusable.
Dartmouth is one of 94 schools
under investigation for Title IX violations – while Duke, Stanford and
GW are not. So, clearly, schools are
mobilizing to adjust their policies
even without the motivation of having spots on their records.
Still, some have argued that
mandatory expulsion will lead to
fewer people reporting incidents of
sexual violence because if the perpetrator is someone a survivor knows,
they will hesitate to have them
kicked off campus permanently.
That’s a problem created by the fact
that almost all survivors know their
assailants – might share a friend
group, even – and would fear social
repercussions.
But survivors can also be deterred because they think they’ll
be forced to go through a grueling
process and the University will still
take little to no action. For these
survivors, it’s essential they know
that if their assailant is found guilty,
they’ll be removed from campus immediately.
It might be challenging for us
to accept, but eradicating sexual assault on campus can only be accomplished by grasping the problem at
the root: targeting those who perpetuate this culture of violence.
—Kinjo Kiema, a sophomore
majoring in political communication
and American studies, is a Hatchet
columnist.
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Teach for America
continues to rely on
GW for recruits
JACQUELINE THOMSEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

DAN RICH I HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Kathleen Merrigan, GW’s executive director of sustainability, discusses her plans to boost sustainability research
during Friday’s Faculty Senate meeting.

Sustainability leader sets sights
on federal research grants
RYAN LASKER
CONTRIBUTING NEWS EDITOR

The sustainability institute’s
executive director wants to make
GW the “go-to” institution for the
federal government when it needs
input on environmentally friendly
practices.
Kathleen Merrigan outlined
the direction she will take to
make GW more prominent in
sustainability research at Friday’s
Faculty Senate meeting. By
partnering with as many as 15
universities in the nation, she said
GW will have more leverage to be
awarded federal grants and further
fund key projects.
The increased presence in
sustainability research will give
the University a more prominent
name in the ﬁeld, said Merrigan,
who served as the second-highest
ofﬁcial in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture before coming to GW.
“I see GW really potentially
being the gateway and goto resource for the federal
government on all things related to
sustainability,” Merrigan said.
Given its location near
government agencies, Merrigan
said the University is in a

good position to be the federal
government’s top adviser on
sustainable practices.
The federal government is
the largest energy user in the
nation, Merrigan said. The New
York Times reported that the
government is responsible for
about 1.5 percent of the nation’s
annual energy consumption and
gas emissions, and the government
set a goal in 2010 to reduce its
carbon emissions by 28 percent.
Since her tenure at GW began
about a year ago, Merrigan said she
has been “benchmarking what GW
is doing against other universities
and colleges” in terms of research
in the budding ﬁeld.
She said faculty did apply for
grants before she came to campus,
but added that she is trying to
“convene different people together
that are recognized experts in the
ﬁeld... to sit around the table and
explore what the questions of the
day are.”
The next step, she said,
is appealing to the federal
government for grants. When
Merrigan
worked
at
the
Department of Agriculture, she
said she had a big hand in awarding
grants to ﬁrms and institutions.

“When you apply for a big
federal grant, they want to see
some evidence of collaboration
at least, not that you threw the
paper together at the last minute,”
Merrigan said. “It’s not going
to happen overnight, but it’s
something we’re working on.”
Merrigan also pointed to the
400 undergraduate and graduate
courses that teach sustainability
content and about 170 faculty
members who actively conduct
research in the ﬁeld. She said those
numbers prove that the University
has the infrastructure needed to do
the research for federal grants.
Faculty tend to focus on
energy, climate change, urban
sustainability and food, she said.
Sustainability
Program
Director
Lisa
Benton-Short,
who launched the University’s
sustainability minor in fall 2013,
said professors will be “an integral
part of implementing the vision
over the next several years.”
“We know federal agencies
have a need for GW faculty and
students to help solve a range
of challenges – from sustainable
supply chains, to reducing energy
use, to making sure projects ensure
social equity,” Benton-Short said.

GW could face hiring challenge after
trimming employee tuition benefits
COLLEEN MURPHY
& MARY ELLEN MCINTIRE
NEWS EDITORS

Bill Rutkowski, a machinist in
the department of mechanical and
aerospace engineering, said he was
drawn to GW nearly 20 years ago
because of the chance to ﬁnish his
master’s degree while working
full-time.
Once he had a wife had a son,
Rutkowski said his focus shifted
from his own degree. Now, his
son is a freshman at Marymount
University and GW covers nearly
90 percent of his tuition through a
tuition exchange.
“It’s deﬁnitely worked out for
me. It takes a lot of pressure off.
You think, ‘OK, maybe I’ll retire
some day instead of working off a
student loan,’” Rutkowski said.
But Rutkowski said recent
changes to GW’s beneﬁts may
make potential employees weigh
other options.
“If you could ﬁnd a job
elsewhere that would pay your
tuition, you might not consider
coming here,” Rutkowski said.
“When you’re comparing a job,
whether you’ll leave or stay here or
take a job, you have to add up all
these things.”
That warning has been echoed
across campus for the past several
months. It again picked up steam
when Charles Garris, the chair
of the Faculty Senate’s executive
committee, cautioned the Board of
Trustees that GW could struggle to
attract talented staff after scaling
back tuition beneﬁts this fall. He
said the University could also lose
current staffers who came because
of the tuition beneﬁts that let them
get a degree while working fulltime.
“The job market in Washington
is always good and you’re
competing with law ﬁrms and
lobbying ﬁrms. Why would
somebody want to come and work
at GW?” Garris said at the Feb. 6
board meeting. “I’ve talked to quite
a few [staff members] and they
feel the tuition beneﬁt was a very
strong factor in attracting them to
GW.”
He said the scaled-back tuition
beneﬁts could deter potential
employees who have to balance
a high cost of living: The Bureau
of Labor Statistics named D.C.
the most expensive city to live in
earlier this fall.
“It’s very hard to attract
good people to work in good
departments,”
Garris
said.

LYDIA FRANCIS | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Bill Rutkowski, a machinist in the department of mechanical and aerospace
engineering, uses GW’s tuition benefits to help pay his son’s college tuition.

“Sometimes, as a chairman, you
ﬁnd a good person to work in a
position but the salaries are not
adequate to attract.”
The University announced in
September that it would cover 90
percent of the cost for 18 credits
for faculty and staff earning a
degree – down from 96 percent of
the cost for 21 credits in the past.
Employees had paid just 4 percent
of their tuition if enrolled in a
degree program, and only had to
work at GW for three months to
receive the perk – half the amount
of time that’s required now.
David Cooper, an analyst for
the Economic Policy Institute in
D.C., said reducing the beneﬁts
employees receive could also lead
to higher turnover if “folks don’t
feel the need to stick around.”
“The only beneﬁt I could think
of [for GW] is purely cost-saving
by not offering that beneﬁt,”
Cooper said. “While it may be a
costs savings upfront, in the long
run it might not provide savings if
it leads to higher turnover – that’s
a signiﬁcant cost to organizations’
hiring and training.”
If employees leave, ofﬁcials
have made it more difﬁcult to close
those gaps by implementing a
policy to delay new staff hiring by a
minimum of six months going into
the next ﬁscal year.
The changes will cost staff
members $1,126 more for 18 credits
a year, and $4,130 for 21 credits,
according to an analysis completed
two weeks ago by the Staff
Association, a group that launched
this year to advocate for more staff
involvement in decision-making
across the University.
Robin
Kuprewicz,
a

department assistant in the
School of Business and the
communications chair of the Staff
Association, said the cutback
forced lifestyle changes on her and
other staff members.
Kuprewicz, who is studying
anthropology, said she had to reevaluate travel plans around the
holidays to make sure she’d have
enough to cover her increased
tuition this spring. She’s started
looking into student loan options
in case she’ll need to take some out
in the future.
“If you’re an employee making
$30,000 at GW, it’s a huge impact,”
she said. “Even employees making
higher amounts of money, you
have a lifestyle based on the last
several years being at GW.”
This fall, more than 800
University employees signed a
petition asking ofﬁcials to keep the
original beneﬁts in place.
GW offers faculty and staff
competitive beneﬁts, including
health care, free exercise classes
and paid time off, said Sabrina
Ellis, GW’s vice president for
human resources.
“Every year, when reviewing
beneﬁts we work closely with
our beneﬁts consultants to
conduct an analysis of our
university market peers and
other organizations in the
Washington, D.C. area,” Ellis
said in an email.
She said that GW also
participates in “a variety of local
and national beneﬁts surveys to
better understand how our beneﬁts
compare both in and outside of
higher education.”
The decrease in tuition beneﬁts
will save GW $750,000 this year.

Fewer students nationwide
are applying to Teach for America,
but the organization will still rely
on GW to bring students into the
program.
The number of applications
from GW was slightly smaller
than normal by the program’s
ﬁrst deadline on Jan. 30, but TFA
representatives
expect
more
students to apply throughout the
year.
Weston Fillman, the manager
of recruitment for TFA at GW, said
he thinks momentum will build
and the number of applicants will
increase by each deadline. GW came
in third in medium-sized schools for
number of participants in TFA last
year, with 35 graduates signing up.
He said he often targets
students who have helped to lead
organizations that share values with
TFA, which trains recent college
graduates to teach in schools across
the nation.
“We’re a little more than a
teacher training program. We’re
also a leadership development
organization,” he said.
The total number of applicants
nationwide peaked in 2013 with
more than 57,000 students. That
ﬁgure dropped to a little more than
50,000 last year and is expected to
hover around 47,000 this year.
At GW, the number of students

to join the program dropped by
two. From 2011 to 2013, enrollment
increased from 28 students to 37.
TFA closed two of its eight
training facilities this year because
of the decline in applications. Top
representatives at the organization
told the New York Times last week
that TFA will not lower its standards
or acceptance rate, which is at about
15 percent, to increase the number of
recruits.
Fillman said fewer students
may choose to apply because the
economy is improving, but the
organization is a viable option for
students who cannot afford other
programs.
TFA is also seen as a starting
point for people who might pursue
a career outside of the classroom.
Gregory Maggs, the former interim
dean of the GW Law School,
recommended the program for
students considering law school at
a GW Pre-Law Student Association
event last year.
Alexandria Thompson, the TFA
campaign campus coordinator at
GW, applied to the program as a
junior and was accepted. She chose
to join the organization because of
the support system she said knew
she’d have both before she began
teaching and after she left the
program.
“I explored other programs, but
I realized Teach for America is the
best program for me,” Thompson
said.

Teach for America

Number of GW graduates to join by year
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Diversity efforts see hiring success since 2010
From Page 1
purposeful, why hiring diverse
candidates is important or whether
GW benchmarks its hiring against
peer schools. Several of GW’s other black administrators did not return requests for comment.
“GW is committed to ensuring
the diversity of individuals who are
considered for positions and hiring
the best qualiﬁed person for a job,”
University spokeswoman Maralee
Csellar said.
Still, experts said that while
they see GW making strides,
there is still more room to grow.
For example, peers like Boston
and New York universities have
ﬁve and four deans, respectively,
that are also racial minorities.
The provost at Tufts University,
another peer, is black.
None of GW’s peers currently
have black presidents, and GW has
never had a black president.
Several competitors, including
the University of Southern California and Washington University in
St. Louis, have several top-level ofﬁcials who are Asian, Hispanic or
Indian.
Black, Hispanic and Asian professors make up about 25 percent of
GW’s faculty, a number that has remained steady since 2011, according
to data released last winter.
Ruthanne Kurth-Schai, the chair
of the education studies department
at Macalester College, said diverse
hiring is a “critical issue” in higher
education because as schools look to
increase their overall diversity, a di-

verse administration can help prove
to applicants that it’s a priority on
campus.
“I don’t know how you could
show it more deeply and concretely
than to really have it reﬂected in the
hiring that way,” Kurth-Schai said.
Kurth-Schai said though a
minority administrator or faculty member could be a mentor to other students or faculty,
their contribution to a campus is
“much deeper.”
“The most important is the interaction among diverse perspectives that are grounded in diverse
lives,” Kurth-Schai said. “I think we
need the perspectives, we need the
ongoing egalitarian participation,
we need young people to see a diverse range of role models.”
When English professor David
McAleavey came to GW in 1974,
the faculty and administration were
“overwhelmingly white, and predominantly male,” he said. McAleavey, who is a long-serving member
of the Faculty Senate, said he has
seen progress since that time, but
more can still be done.
“By no means am I satisﬁed
that there are as many women or as
many people of color in our ranks
as there might be, not to mention
people of varied physical abilities,
sexual orientation or religious backgrounds,” McAleavey said.
Two of the University’s most
high-proﬁle recent black hires were
of Columbian College Dean Ben
Vinson in 2013 and GW Law School
Dean Blake D. Morant last spring.

Vinson declined to comment for the
story.
Morant, who is GW’s ﬁrst black
law dean, is also the president of
the Association of American Law
Schools, giving GW a prominent
face in an organization that represents nearly 180 law schools.
Joan Schaffner, an associate law
professor who served on Morant’s
search committee, said though she
has been at GW since 1992, she has
only recently noticed a priority
placed on making diverse hires.
“It is particularly important for
the diversity to reach the top levels
because otherwise the appearance,
in my mind, is that the ‘diverse’ individuals are second-tier to the ‘traditional non-diverse’ folks,” Schaffner said.
Schaffner said diversity – including factors like race, gender
and sexual orientation – was one of
the factors considered in the search,
though she said Morant was “a top
candidate, independent of his racial
diversity.”
Charles Garris, the chair of the
Faculty Senate’s executive committee, said over his more than three decades at GW, he has never seen two
black deans at the head of schools at
one time.
Garris said there has always
been gender diversity among top
administrators, and when he ﬁrst
arrived at GW, the dean of the Columbian College was a Hispanic
woman.
The University also recently
added more women to its admin-

Pryde launches campaign for
SA presidency
From Page 1
students getting together based
on a common interest, so whether that means putting a professor who can act as a faculty-inresidence with them or making
it more than just students living
together,” Ruckert said.
Pryde said he would also focus on making on-campus housing more affordable for students,
but has not yet identiﬁed any
speciﬁc policies he would like to
address.
“Where you live has a big
impact on your happiness, your
mental health and kind of just
your overall college experience,”
Pryde said.
The Seattle native added
that he will follow through on

the implementation of the peer
counseling program that University President Steven Knapp approved earlier this year.
Current President Nick Gumas campaigned for the studentrun program last year. He and
top administrators like Associate
Dean of Students Mark Levine
and University Counseling Center Director Silvio Weisner will
plan out the program over the
next couple of months, along
with other faculty, staff and students.
“The peer-support counseling program was approved by
the University earlier this year,
but that’s only half the battle,”
Pryde said. “The other half is
making sure it’s implemented
properly.”

He said he will seek student
feedback about training peer
counselors, ﬁnding an ofﬁcial to
lead the program and making
sure that Gumas’ vision remains
intact.
Ruckert said Pryde was also
working to make sure Corcoran
School of the Arts and Design facilities and the new Science and
Engineering Hall are always accessible to students. And with the
Sodexo contract up for renewal at
the end of the year, he said Pryde
will reach out to student organizations for their ideas.
“He wants to make sure student voices are heard on what’s
going into the Marvin Center
following the Sodexo contract, to
make sure that their input is considered,” Ruckert said.

Meet the Press’ Chuck Todd
strengthens ties to campus
JACQUELINE THOMSEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Chuck Todd is coming back
to campus.
Todd, who left the University in 1994 when his scholarships dried up, may be best
known for hosting NBC's "Meet
The Press" since last year — one
of the most coveted journalism
jobs in the city. Todd said he's
planning to start using that inﬂuence to create more politics
and journalism programming at
the University.
The push started when he
was appointed in the fall to the
School of Media and Public Affairs' National Advisory Council, which helps guide the school
through major decisions. He's
since hosted a breakfast with
a handful of SMPA students in
January and a “Tweet the Press”
event this month with students
from the Graduate School of Political Management, where the

students and Todd live-tweeted
a "Meet the Press" broadcast.
Todd, who originally came
to the University as a music
major in 1990, left campus just
six credits shy of earning his
degree, but said he still feels a
strong connection to GW.
“It’s a matter of what we’re
going to do,” Todd said, adding
that SMPA Director Frank Sesno
recently began pushing him to
work with administrators and
create regular events at SMPA.
GW may count more on
Todd, who's taken over one of
the D.C. establishment's go-to
Sunday morning shows. As a
major community ﬁgure who already brings together big names
and prominent politicians for
his broadcasts, he could help attract inﬂuencers to campus.
He said he hopes to be a part
of what drew him to attend GW
– the ability to connect with powerful people in politics while still
attending college. The Florida

native grew up surrounded by
politics, participating in campaigns while still in high school
and then later in college.
“I don’t mean to be negative
about the class work – the class
work was great – but the best
part of going to GW was the access,” he said. “I wouldn’t have
this career if I didn’t go to GW
[where you could have] real-life
experiences and inﬁnite job opportunities that were local that
allowed you to quickly get into
the world of journalism.”
And Todd may soon be back
in the classroom. He said he
plans to ﬁnish his degree before
his two children attend college.
He said he has already given donations to SMPA, but he
wants to expand his donations
to the music department, where
he originally majored before
switching to political science.
He also played French horn in
the band to secure extra scholarship funds.

istrative ranks: Linda Livingstone
was picked to lead the business
school last spring, and Pamela R. Jeffries was selected to lead the School
of Nursing in January. The former
dean of the Graduate School of Education and Human Development,
who stepped down in 2000, was
also a black woman.
“It has always been a long-term
goal of the institution to become
more diverse, and I would say recently it is,” Garris said.
The number of black undergraduates has decreased from a total of 703 in 2010, an about 7 percent
drop overall. The number of Native
American undergraduate students
has also decreased 55 percent in
that timeframe. The total number of
Asian, Hispanic and Paciﬁc Islander
undergraduates has remained relatively the same since 2010, according to data from the Ofﬁce of Institutional Research.
A campus that is more diverse
from the top down can offer a more
well-rounded education for students, said Clifton Conrad, a professor of education leadership and
policy analysis at the University of
Wisconsin – Madison who specializes in minority-serving institutions
like historically black and tribal colleges.
“I think most of all we’re learning institutions and we need to bring
in those different perspectives, not
just reading ‘To Kill a Mockingbird,’
but to have people and learn with
and from them can be absolutely
precious, can trigger life-changing

experiences,” Conrad said.
Darnell Cole, an associate professor of education at the University of Southern California’s Rossier
School of Education who specializes
in diversity in higher education, said
hiring a more diverse staff can also
help schools respond appropriately
to high-proﬁle race-related incidents
that occur on college campuses.
Last week, three Muslim students were killed near the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. Ofﬁcials are investigating those
deaths as a hate crime.
At Clemson University, students and faculty are lobbying leaders to rename Tillman Hall, which
bears the name of a former Confederate soldier and “lynch law” advocate who was one of the school’s
founders. A University of Mississippi fraternity was shut down last
spring after members hung a noose
around the neck of a statue of James
Meredith, the school’s ﬁrst black
student. Earlier this month, students
at the University of Texas came under national scrutiny for a “border
control”-themed party.
“When you have an executive
or administrative branch that represents wide diversity, if they’re
not able to put policies in place
to avoid these issues, they’re able
to mobilize constituent groups.
They can show they have that
value because they’ve shown it in
how they hire,” Cole said. “Crisis mode isn’t the only time, but
it can be useful to have a diverse
team in crisis mode.”

IN BRIEF
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Charles Garris, chair of the Faculty Senate executive committee, said the full
senate could could vote on changes to the faculty code this spring or next year.

Proposed changes to faculty code
reach Faculty Senate committees
Three Faculty Senate committees are keeping proposed changes to GW’s faculty code under
wraps while reviewing preliminary reports completed by working group last fall.
The committees are reviewing the changes that four working
groups drafted last semester and
are collaborating with leaders of
the Board of Trustees to present ﬁnalized changes to the entire senate later this spring, Charles Garris, the chair of the Faculty Senate
executive committee, said during
Friday’s senate meeting.
The three groups – the executive committee, the professional
ethics and academic freedom
committee, and the appointment,
salary and promotion policies
committee – shared their recommendations with Board of Trustees members two weeks ago, Garris said.
“We did not circulate the
draft recommendations to faculty or Faculty Senate members
not on those committees,” he
said. “We made it very clear to
the board that our response document does not reﬂect the views
of many of the faculty senate or

the faculty at large.”
The working groups were
tasked with planning changes to
the code after Board of Trustees
Chair Nelson Carbonell said he
wanted to revise it to be more in
line with the University’s strategic plan.
Instead of rewriting the entire
code, though, he later decided to
only focus on a handful of areas:
schools’ bylaws, GW’s tenureaccruing policies, dean selection
and participation in governance.
The Faculty Senate already
passed a resolution updating the
code’s deﬁnition of academic
freedom last spring.
The Faculty Senate committees, working groups and members of the Board of Trustees have
gone back and forth reviewing
the recommendations over the
past few weeks. Still, some recommendations might not make
it to the full Faculty Senate until
next year, Garris said.
“We’re very sensitive to the
board’s concerns, and we believe
we could address them and work
toward enhancing the quality of
the University’s decision-making,” he said.

–Mary Ellen McIntire
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The V-word ‘nobody wants to say’ isn’t Valentine’s Day
‘The Vagina Monologues’ returns to campus
SOPHIE OTA
& SUCHARITA MUKHERJEE

If your
vagina got
dressed,
what
would it
wear?

HATCHET REPORTERS

Over Valentine’s Day weekend,
GW’s Feminist Student Union
tackled the V-word “nobody wants
to say” in 19 short soliloquies that
were humorous, uncomfortable and
occasionally heartbreaking.
Renditions of “The Vagina
Monologues” have been staged
thousands of times since its ﬁrst
run in 1996 at HERE Arts Center,
an off-Broadway theater, so it’d be
easy to assume the script would
go stale – but those in charge of the
performance say rehearsals still stir
up strong emotions.
“At this point, we have heard
most of the monologues over a
hundred times [but] there are
performances that [still] make us
tear up or laugh out loud,” directors
Erika Feinman, Jay Fondin and
Negli Esfandiari, and producer
Michela Masson said in an email.
The play has recently faced
new criticism. At Mount Holyoke
College, a student groupcancelled
its performance of “Monologues,”
citing the exclusion of transgender
individuals.
The directors and Masson said
that the Mount Holyoke group,
Project:Theatre, made a valid point
in scrapping its show.
“The script is inherently
limited in its ability to represent
experiences of women across
intersections of identity,” they said.
“The initial design of the show to
deﬁne experiences of womanhood
through the possession of a vagina

“THE VAGINA
MONOLOGUES”

SAMIRA UDDIN I HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
GW’s Feminist Student Union held “The Vagina Monologues,” a play by Eve Ensler, to participate in V-Day, an
annual event that raises money to end violence against women and girls worldwide.

is problematic.”
The organizers said they strive
to emphasize female anatomy when
advertising and framing the show.
Sophomore Ester Grambs, who
performed in 2014, said the annual
show “helped de-stigmatize the
vagina.”

Removing the sting from a
word that’s hardly uttered in public
is a critical component of the show,
“though the distinction between
women and people with vaginas
may not have been as central during
the early years of this production,”
the organizers said.

One sophomore who attended
the show, Meital Kupfer, said
her favorite monologue was
“Reclaiming Cunt” because it
confronts the awkwardness of
saying the word.
“Everyone thinks [vagina] is
taboo to say, but we need to say it to

make it less offensive,” Kupfer said.
Eve Ensler, the playwright who
conducted interviews with more
than 200 women and turned their
anecdotes into the monologues,
wrote the play at a time when
violent acts against women, like
sexual assault on college campuses,
did not often make the news.
The GW directors said they
expected the increased media
attention on the way colleges
handle sexual assault to make their
performances all the more relevant.
“The diversity of experiences
the show portrays will resonate
with anyone who has followed the
stories of the long and convoluted
judicial processes that victims of
sexual assault must go through,”
they said.
Nearly 6,000 variations of
“The Vagina Monologues” are
performed each year across the
country in mid-February. The
initiative, called “V-Day,” was
founded by Ensler and aims
to eliminate violence against
women and girls. Proceeds from
the GW production went to the
D.C. Rape Crisis Center.
When Masson, a junior,
joined the production her
freshman year, the show raised
$900 and was performed in a
small room in the Marvin Center.
Since then, performances have
been held in larger spaces like
the Grand Ballroom with three
nights of performances instead
of two, and fundraising has
doubled.
—Jeanine Marie contributed
reporting.

MARDI GRAS FORECAST:
Hurricanes and Cajun cuisine
JEANINE MARIE
CULTURE EDITOR

District law forbids you from drinking on the street, but in
this weather, why would you? Instead, take the masks and
beads indoors and celebrate Mardi Gras near campus.
RUMORS’ BOURBON STREET BASH
1900 M St. NW
You’ll ﬁnd a Cajun hot wing eating contest and live funk music performed by the band Higher Hands at the 14th Annual Bourbon Street
Bash. The dance club will be decked out in Mardi Gras colors, and there
will be masks and beads for anyone in the Fat Tuesday spirit. Entry is $5
in advance.
SAM HARDGROVE I HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Director Mary Dore highlights women’s rights in her film, “She’s Beautiful When She’s Angry,” which
opened at E Street Cinema last week. The film highlights personal experiences of women who protested during the women’s liberation movement from 1966 to 1971.

‘She’s Beautiful When She’s
Angry’ comes to E Street
RACHAEL PAUL
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

About 50 years ago, it was
not unusual for women in law
school to sit through a lecture
by a professor who deemed
them too emotional, feeble and
overall not suitable to work as
an attorney.
Mary Dore, director of
“She’s Beautiful When She’s
Angry,” which opened at E
Street Landmark Theater on
Friday, set out to open audiences’ eyes to not-so-distant
experiences like this.
The documentary, which
proﬁles women from the creators of the National Organization of Women to street
performers called the Women’s International Terrorist
Conspiracy from Hell, better
known as WITCH, paints the
women’s liberation movement as a spirited coalition of
women frustrated by injustices
of the era.
“She’s Beautiful” is only 92
minutes long, and is saturated
with information from news reports, photographs, video clips
from protests and ﬁrst-hand accounts from some of the women who played active roles in
second-wave liberation.
The ﬁrst ﬁlm of its kind to
play in theaters, “She’s Beautiful” is sometimes a gloriﬁed

history lesson and other times
an insightful peek into a events
often lost in textbooks.
Karla Jay, a cast member
who participated in a “takeover” of the Ladie’s Home
Journal ofﬁces, organized
“The First National Ogle-In”
after being harassed on her
way to work. Men would wait
for the self-described “wellendowed” Jay outside of the
Wall Street subway station to
whistle, grab and pinch her.
Jay was repulsed by such
behavior and organized the
appropriately named protest.
She and her group marched
through the streets commenting on men’s appearances to
protest street harassment and
the horriﬁed reactions from
men are part of the humorous
charm of “She’s Beautiful.”
“You can tell from the
Ogle-in or Miss America [protest footage] what a blast it
was to be there,” Dore said.
“They were very clever. That’s
why it’s incredibly annoying
that the women of this movement have been completely
distorted as these humorless,
bitter, ugly, [people who] hate
everyone.”
The ﬁlm’s focus on smaller,
local movements like “The
Ogle-In” keep the information fresh for even the most
informed viewers, but the footage taken 50 years ago is un-

avoidably grainy and gives the
ﬁlm its old-fashioned aesthetic.
During the production of
“She’s Beautiful,” Dore was
concerned that about a lack of
footage overall.
“I was really afraid we
would be short on visuals. But
it’s really worked out and most
of this footage hasn’t been seen
for 40 or 50 years,” Dore said.
More than 30 women are
interviewed throughout the
ﬁlm and this weaving-in of the
true stories of ordinary women starting grassroots movements, add a human depth to
what would otherwise be a
long-winded history lesson.
“It’s a rousing ﬁlm and I
want people to realize that ordinary people can make great
social change,” Dore said. “it
is sort of a view of how people
can organize when you don’t
have anything on your side.”
The ﬁlm itself is a modern, bottom-up story in itself:
It was funded by a Kickstarter campaign, which raised
$81,000 in November 2012.
Mary Jean Collins, a cast
member, joined NOW in 1967
and helped lead the ﬁght
against AT&T for discrimination against women and minority employees.
“You can’t convince me
you can’t change the world,
because I saw it happen,” Collins said.

FAT TUESDAY PUB CRAWL
1825 M St. NW
For a $10 registration fee, join the party that begins after class and
ends at closing time: From 5 p.m. until 2 a.m., many bars in the area will
have specials in honor of the Carnival celebration. Ozio Restaurant &
Lounge will offer $4 cocktails, while Café Citron will give a free shot “to
those in the Mardi Gras spirit,” along with $3 tacos and empanadas. The
festivities begin at Sign of the Whale.

PARADE AND BAYOU BUFFET
2519 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
The eclectic group Yamomanem – which includes a hodgepodge of
congas, horns and electric guitars – will lead a parade down New Hampshire Avenue from the Dupont Circle fountain to Bayou. The restaurant
will have an all-you-can-eat buffet for $25 from 5 to 9 p.m., as well as live
tunes until midnight.

‘PURPLE, GREEN & GOLD AFFAIR’ AT STONE FISH GRILL
1708 L St. NW
Grab dinner like New Orleans Fettuccine (shrimp and chicken andouille tossed in creamy Cajun sauce) or jumbo lump crab cake on a brioche bun before you work it off dancing. The restaurant and club will
have doubloons and the usual Big Easy fare to transport you to NOLA for
the evening. Entry is $10 in advance and $20 at the door.

GW MASQUERADE CELEBRATION
South Hall
For a mellow Mardi Gras, consider staying on campus for desserts
provided by the German and French clubs. Complete with crepes and a
chocolate fountain, this is the sweetest way to treat yourself before a night
in Gelman Library, cramming for that midterm on Wednesday. The event
begins at 7 p.m.

ILLUSTRATION BY
SOPHIE MCTEAR |
DESIGN EDITOR
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

The Colonials have
struggled defensively in
their last two games and
will face off against the
Atlantic 10’s top offense.

After picking up a victory
against St. Bonaventure on
Sunday, GW will look to start
a new winning streak when
the team faces the Rams.

vs. Davidson
7 p.m. • Wednesday

NUMBER
CRUNCH

8

vs. Fordham
2 p.m. • Saturday

The number of goals scored by women’s water polo freshman Jacqueline Bywater in GW’s
19-9 victory over Notre Dame College of Ohio to match a program record.

Defensive slide could put new faces in starting five

''

Colonials have set season highs in points-allowed in past two games

From Page 1
like it was against Wichita State,
the Colonials have been able to
pack in the middle and force opponents into shooting contested
threes that they often miss.
But in the 79-66 VCU loss,
the Rams sank 12 of 30 threepoint shots just three days after
Duquesne netted 10 of 21 attempts on their homecourt on
the way to a 78-62 victory.
Against VCU, GW was
torched by Melvin Johnson’s 5-8
three-point shooting and Doug
Brooks’ 4-6 mark. Brooks tried
just one shot from two-point
range and missed it, while he
made 66 percent of his long-ball
attempts, good for a 4-7 overall.

That’s just a bunch of different
ways to say the same thing: The
Rams got open a lot behind the
three-point line, especially in
the corners.
“I think it’s a lack of energy,” Lonergan said. “We struggle to get five guys committed
defensively as a team. Our 1-31 used to be a huge strength of
ours, but you can’t play it when
three guys are playing really
hard, our back guy didn’t get
to the corner, just really had no
energy. We were really giving
them wide open threes in the
1-3-1.”
The VCU game was tied
at halftime, and the Colonials
had been the aggressors going
into the lockers. But midway

through the second half, they
were clinging to the game in
the middle of a scoring drought
that went on for nearly seven
minutes.
A couple VCU turnovers
were keeping the score from
getting out of hand, though,
until Brooks found a wide open
look in the corner and hit his
third three-pointer of the night
for a 56-48 lead.
Lonergan called timeout to
give the Colonials a chance to
regroup, and after allowing a
layup to Jonathan Lewis, they
cut it to five once again off a
bucket and extra shot from Savage and a steal converted to a
layup by Garino.
But yet again, the defense

lapsed and Melvin Lewis was
left open in the corner. His triple made it 61-53 and the Rams
quickly stretched out the lead to
about 10 points.
“I think it’s focus,” Garino
said. “It’s a mentality that we
need to be back at the level that
we were defensively... Maybe
psychologically we’re thinking
too much about offense or missing shots or mental breakdowns
that we have.”
Losers in four of their last
five, the Colonials will need to
get back to that place quickly
to have any hope of salvaging
their NCAA Tournament prospects. For now, Lonergan is running out of reasons not to shake
things up.

I think it’s a lack of
energy. We struggle to
get five guys committed
defensively as a team.
Our 1-3-1 used to be a
huge strength of ours,
but you can’t play it
when three guys are
playing really hard.

JOE MCDONALD

KETHAN SAVAGE

PATRICIO GARINO

KEVIN LARSEN

JOHN KOPRIVA

41.3% shooting
76 assists
53 turnovers
28 steals
2 blocks

38.9% shooting
60 assists
56 turnovers
26 steals
8 blocks

53.4% shooting
37 assists
63 turnovers
49 steals
21 blocks

50.3% shooting
56 assists
53 turnovers
12 steals
32 blocks

51.7% shooting
8 assists
22 turnovers
6 steals
20 blocks

MIKE LONERGAN
Head Coach
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GW hoops part of college basketball’s drop in scoring
MARK EISENHAUER
CONTRIBUTING SPORTS EDITOR

With 25 games in the
books last season, the 20132014 Colonials had already
posted 1,865 points.
But this year, at the same
point in time, the team has
only recorded 1,686 and is on
pace to score 119 fewer points
than its last regular season
total.
While this may be a disheartening statistic for the
GW faithful, it’s not an uncommon one: Smarter defense, less adept shooters

and ofﬁciating changes have
all contributed to a growing trend of low scoring in
NCAA Division I men’s basketball.
Evidenced by an about
3 percent drop in scoring in
major conference games, 2015
is shaping up to be the slowest-paced year in the shot
clock era.
Head coach Mike Lonergan said teams in the Atlantic
10 simply have more knowledge about their opponents
today, leading to improved
defensive game plans.
“I think it really is just

because coaches have done a
good job scouting because of
modern technology ... I can
go on my computer and in
30 minutes I can look at every
shot Treveon Graham’s taken
this year,” Lonergan said. “In
the old days, I’d sit on my
hands and knees with two
VCRs and put tapes together
for our players. Now it’s just
so much easier to do.”
Eighth in the league in
scoring but sixty-ﬁfth in the
nation in points allowed and
conceding an average of 61.6
points per game, the Colonials (17-8, 7-5 A-10) have
tried to rely on strong defense
to win games.
A-10 newcomer Davidson (17-6, 8-4 A-10), however,
which GW will host Wednesday night in the teams’ ﬁrst
meeting as conference rivals,
has found a simple solution
for the scoring problem.
“Recruit shooters,” Davidson head coach Bob McKillop said.
McKillop cited "better
athletes, better defensive
players, more defensive
schemes," and coaches playing "closer to the vest" as pos-

sible reasons for the lapse in
made baskets, but said he still
had no true explanation for it.
It may be harder for
McKillop to see, since the
Wildcats are dominating the
conference in scoring, averaging 81.3 points per game
to GW’s 67.4. The ﬁfth-best
scoring offense in the nation
has a knack for three-point
shooting, but is an exception
to the rule.
Analysts such as Seth Davis and Jay Bilas, whose livelihoods depend on the sport,
have argued that the scoring
decline is hurting the product
of college hoops as a whole.
Compared to college football,
basketball offers a fast-paced
game with plenty of offense,
but less scoring may equal
less excitement.
One possible solution is
a shorter shot clock to boost
scoring by making the game
quicker. The concern, according to Washington Post reporter Scott Allen, who covers D.C. sports, is that even
highly successful teams like
No. 2 Virginia play basketball
that isn’t fun for spectators.
“Some people think Vir-

DAN RICH I HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

Freshman Yuta Watanabe shoots from behind the arc during
Saturday’s sold-out matchup against VCU. Although the Colonials
are facing a low-scoring season, it reflects a trend across the rest of
NCAA Division I basketball, as the league is on course to having its
lowest-scoring year since the beginning of the shot clock era.

ginia, what they’re doing, the
pack-line defense is beautiful
and credit to them for all the
success, but it can be a rather

boring game to watch,” Allen said. “I think some rule
changes, experimenting with
a shorter shot clock, is a long
time coming and it can only
increase the interest in the
game.”
While a recent ESPN poll
found that nearly 70 percent
of college basketball coaches
would favor shortening the
current 35-second shot clock
to 30 seconds or fewer, Lonergan is not one of them.
With a shorter shot clock,
Lonergan said he fears that
coaches will micromanage
defenses even more than they
already do. Something like a
three-quarter press could kill
a percentage of the already reduced clock, he said, prompting players to take even
worse shots under pressure.
Even with the drop in
scoring and some shot clock
tinkering in the works, as
the NCAA has already announced plans to experiment
with a 30-second shot clock
in this year’s National Invitation Tournament, Lonergan
said he isn’t concerned about
the sport's popularity.
“I think [college basketball] is the best sport ... but
obviously I’m biased,” Lonergan said. “The NCAA
Tournament, March Madness, pays for everything in
college athletics. I mean it’s
a billion-dollar industry and
it’s the most popular sporting
event really that there is in
this country.”

